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An Intelligent Solution
+ The INTERCON TM is CHEP’s new generation foldable IBC which can
be used for both dry and liquid applications. - Made from food-grade
polypropylene, the lightweight unit is easy to clean and handle, and is more
environmentally sustainable than non-reusable alternatives.

Innovative Design
+ The unit’s design allows forklift access from all 4 sides providing greater
handling efﬁciencies.
+ The strong, lightweight construction enhances the unit’s safety and handling
characteristics, and with a carrying capacity of 1.4 tonnes, enables increased
freight efﬁciencies.
+ The drop door enables easy access to the internal base for manual ﬁlling
and placement of liner bags.

Description

Petro InterconTM

Colour

CHEP blue

Dimensions (mm)

Incl. Lid:

+ A row of sight glasses provides quick and convenient visibility of content
levels.
+ In addition to its strengthened latching system, the unit can be
secured with tamper evident seals.

Excl. Lid: 1145 x 1145 x 1110

+ The overlapping walls and base fully enclose the unit to protect the liner bag
and help keep the interior clean.

Flexible Sump Options
+ The positioning of the bottom discharge sump below the internal base is

1155 x 1155 x 1132
1155 x 1155 x 467 (folded)

Internal:

1065 x 1045 x 940

Volume:

1060 L

Material

Food grade polypropylene

Capacity

1.4 tonnes

Stacking

Stacked (Erect):

3 high

Stacked (Folded):

10 high

designed to minimize residue. For dry products and powders not requiring
bottom discharge, an internal sump cover is available.

Maximum Product, Minimum Waste
+ The foldable design permits savings in freight costs when transporting

Tare Weight

88.5 kg

Return Ratio

5:2

Ocean
Transportation

20ft GP Sea container: 50 (folded), 20 (Erect)*
40ft GP Sea container: 100 (folded), 40 (Erect)*
* Dependant on weight restrictions in country

Functional
Temperature

-20˚C to +45˚C

empty.
+ The quick and easy to clean, ﬂat, smooth ﬁnish of the walls is designed to enhance
hygiene and reduce the risk of damage to liner bags and contents.

All CHEP pallets and containers remain the property of CHEP South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
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8142 - ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Container is folded with lid secured
in place by handles

2. Remove lid by unlocking handles

3. Unfold wall
marked ‘4’
(side wall)

4. Unfold wall marked ‘3’ (side wall)

5. Unfold wall marked ‘2’ (back wall)

6. Unfold wall marked ‘1’ (front wall)

7. Place and secure lid on top of the
container by locking in handles

8. Remove lid and carefully insert liner bag,
being careful to correctly position the sump

9. Replace lid and secure
by locking in handles

Internal sump
cover available
for dry products
and powders

Lock in handles ensure
container security, and
can be secured with
tamper evident seals
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